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ABSTRACT
The Colorado Student Space Weather Experiment (CSSWE) CubeSat, carrying the Relativistic Electron and Proton
Telescope integrated little experiment (REPTile) to measure 0.5 to >3.8 MeV electrons and 8-40 MeV protons,
operated for over two years, 2012-2014, in low Earth orbit (LEO). There have been 25 peer-reviewed publications,
including two in Nature, and five Ph.D. dissertations associated with CSSWE. Another 3U CubeSat mission: Colorado
Inner Radiation Belt Electron Experiment (CIRBE), has been under development to address an unresolved science
question: Where is the break point in terms of electron energy below which electrons can be transported into the inner
belt from the outer belt but above which they cannot? This requires clean measurements of energetic electrons with
fine energy resolution in an environment where all instruments are subject to the unforgiving penetration from highly
energetic protons (tens of MeV to GeV). An advanced version of REPTile has been designed and built, REPTile-2. It
has been integrated into the CIRBE bus, which has active attitude control, deployable solar panels, and a S-band radio,
provided by Blue Canyon Technologies. CIRBE advances our science capabilities and has significantly improved
performance vs. CSSWE and is ready to be launched into a LEO in early 2023.
INTRODUCTION

It was recognized, soon after the discovery, that the
Earth’s magnetosphere is an efficient accelerator of the
electrons, as many of them have their kinetic energies
comparable to or even greater than their rest mass energy
(0.511MeV), thus they are also referred to as relativistic,
while the possible origins of these electrons, either from
ionosphere or solar wind, have much lower energies. The
detailed physical mechanisms responsible for the
accelerations, however, have been an on-going focus of
research.

The first major science discovery of space age was made
over six decades ago when US spacecraft Explorer I &
III identified and measured (unexpectedly) abundant
trapped energetic particles, mostly protons and electrons,
in the Earth’s magnetosphere1,2,3. They are called
radiation belts, consisting of an outer belt of energetic
electrons (100s of keV to multi-MeV), which are most
intense around 4.5 Earth radii (RE) from the center of the
Earth when measured in the equatorial plane, and an
inner belt of energetic protons (10s of MeV to multiGeV) and energetic electrons, centered around 1.5 RE.
The ‘slot’ region, where fewer energetic particles reside,
separates the two radiation belts. Such a description
gives a static impression of the belts. In reality, the
electron radiation belts are constantly waxing, waning,
and reforming, much more so for the outer belt. Each
reformed belt may have an extent, center location, and
intensity different from its predecessor.
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Many advancements have been achieved since the
launch of NASA’s Van Allen Probes4 in August of 2012,
two twin spacecraft with an apogee of 5.8 RE, a perigee
altitude of 600 km, and an inclination of 10o. This kind
orbit is also known as a Geotransfer Orbit (GTO). Van
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Allen Probes operated over seven years. Energetic
particle instruments onboard Van Allen Probes measure
the energetic particle populations near the equator. The
measured particle populations represent a dynamic
balance between sources and losses.

CSSWE: Colorado Student
Space Weather Experiment
(Spring of 2010)

One loss mechanism of the trapped electrons is the
precipitation into the atmosphere (the other loss is to the
magnetopause), reaching at 100 km altitude or lower,
where they collide with ambient neutral particles and
dissipate their energies into the atmosphere. For
electrons to reach this low altitude, they must have small
enough equatorial pitch angle, defined as the relative
angle between the electron’s velocity and magnetic field
line at the magnetic equator. For example, the bounce
loss cone (BLC: electrons with pitch angles within this
cone will be lost by precipitation) for outer belt electrons
is around 2-6o near the equator5. Because of the low
inclination and large field of view (FOV) of the particle
instruments onboard, Van Allen Probes simply cannot
measure explicitly the electrons that are scattered into the
BLC, thus they cannot address the precipitation loss
directly.

Relativistic ElectronProton Telescope
integrated little
experiment (REPTile)

Figure 1: Photo taken after the end-of-semester review of
CSSWE graduate project class in May of 2010.

Aerospace Engineering Sciences (AES) of University of
Colorado (CU) Boulder. It was launched into a lowaltitude, 490 km x 780 km, highly inclined (65o) orbit on
13 September 2012 as a secondary payload under
NASA’s Educational Launch of Nanosatellite
program6,7,8,9. CSSWE contained only one science
payload, REPTile10,11, which is a simplified and
miniaturized version of the Relativistic Electron-Proton
Telescope (REPT)12,13 built at the University of
Colorado’s Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physics (LASP) for the NASA/Van Allen Probes
mission.

Precipitating electrons can be measured by spacecraft in
a highly inclined LEO. An electron’s local pitch angle
continues to increase as it moves along the magnetic
field line to a lower altitude (higher latitude), it will
bounce (mirror) back when its local pitch angle becomes
90o while its altitude is still above 100 km (without
collisions with neutral particles). The Colorado Student
Space Weather Experiment (CSSWE) was designed to
measure precipitating electrons in conjunction with Van
Allen Probes. CSSWE, a 3U CubeSat with a payload of
Relativistic Electron and Proton Telescope integrated
little experiment (REPTile), was launched timely in
September of 2012 and operated for over two years.

The entire CSSWE system, including its ground station,
was designed, built, calibrated, tested, delivered, and
operated by students, using all commercial off the shelf
parts. The students were mentored and helped from the
beginning and throughout the mission by professionals
of LASP and others. Limited by the extreme budgets
imposed on CubeSats—mass, volume, power, and data
link—the CSSWE architecture follows the “keep it
simple” principal and the system design was always
simplified to meet the requirements rather than to push
the envelope. For example, we kept the power
consumptions to the minimum (sacrificing the energy
resolution and time cadence of the measurements) such
that body-mounted solar panels were sufficient for the
power supply to close the power budget.

In the remainder of this paper, we will describe
CSSWE/REPTile and highlight a few achievements of
the CSSWE mission, demonstrating that top science
results can be obtained from a CubeSat mission, in
coordinating with other measurements as well as by itself
alone. We will also discuss the limits of CSSWE and
lessons learned from this mission, then introduce our
current CubeSat mission: Colorado Inner Radiation Belt
Experiment (CIRBE), which has significant advance vs.
CSSWE and will advance our science capabilities.

CSSWE had a passive attitude control system7,9. A bar
magnet and hysteresis rods act to roughly align the long
axis of the spacecraft with (and wobble around) the
background magnetic field. The relative angle was
known to be, after analyzing the on-orbit data, normally
within 15o. The CSSWE mission used a ground station
operating in half-duplex and communicating at 437.345
MHz (UHF) for the uplink and downlink, the frequency
coordinated by the International Amateur Radio Union.
A monopole was selected for the satellite antenna

CSSWE MISSION
The Colorado Student Space Weather Experiment
(CSSWE: http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/csswe/) is a 3U
CubeSat mission funded by the National Science
Foundation in 2010 and executed as a graduate student
project (see Figure 1) in the Smead department of
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configuration after testing numerous options. The total
length of the deployed antenna was 48.3 cm. The antenna
was simply a piece of metal measuring tape purchased
from a local hardware store. The tape was stowed by
being rolled and restrained with a fishing line. The
fishing line also crossed a resistor, which would get hot
and melt the fishing line, by a timed command, to release
the antenna. The matching and tuning of the antenna
provided excellent performance over our operating
frequency. The spacecraft commissioning phase was
completed on 4 October 2012 when REPTile was turned
on by uplink commands.

Following launch and commissioning, detector #3 in the
stack had unusually low gain and was turned off.
Recalibration was performed for the remaining three
operational detectors. With the help of Geant4
simulations, the energy channels are determined to be:
0.5–1.63, 1.63–3.8, and >3.8MeV for electrons and 8–
18, 18–30, and 30–40MeV for protons.
Highlights of CSSWE Achievements
It is fortuitous that CSSWE was launched into its LEO
soon after the Van Allen Probes were launched into
GTO. The first science results of CSSWE, in conjunctive
measurements with Van Allen Probes during a magnetic
storm in October of 2012, show that the actual
enhancement during this period was at least 12.7% and
14.6% greater for 0.58 and 1.63MeV electrons,
respectively, at L~4 (where L is a dimensionless
parameter describing the magnetic shell that represents
the geocentric distance in RE at the equator of the shell),
compared to that observed by the Van Allen Probes at
high altitude, because what Van Allen Probes measured
didn’t include the precipitated electrons during the storm
event8. These results demonstrate the significance of the
loss processes, in particular loss due to precipitation into
atmosphere during enhancement events and the critical
importance of LEO observations, in conjunction with
GTO observations, for quantifying precipitation losses
and better understanding variations of relativistic outer
belt electrons.

Instrument (REPTile) Description
REPTile was designed to measure the directional flux of
electrons ranging between 0.5 and >3.8MeV and protons
ranging between 8 and 40MeV. These energetic particles
have deleterious effects on the operations and lifetimes
of Earth-orbiting spacecraft and astronauts during their
extravehicular activity.
REPTile10,11 has a simple design that was aided and
verified with Geometry and Tracking 4 (Geant4)
simulations14. The instrument consists of four solid state
detectors encased in aluminum and tungsten shielding to
minimize contamination from particles outside the
instrument field-of-view (FOV). REPTile uses the depth
of penetration of the particle into the detector stack to
infer the energy of incoming particles. Particles that
enter the detector stack through the collimator are
filtered by a thin (0.5 mm) beryllium (Z = 4) foil, which
acts as a high energy pass filter, blocking electrons with
energy less than ~ 400 keV and protons with energy less
than ~8 MeV. These energies correspond approximately
to the lowest detectable energy of the instrument. Knifeedged collimator baffles, which are made of Tantalum
(Z=73), have been designed such that no particle outside
of the FOV can directly enter the detector stack without
impacting at least one baffle after its initial scattering
from the interior surface of the collimator. All things
considered, the FOV of REPTile is set for 52o, pointing
perpendicular to the long axis of the spacecraft. For the
vast majority of the time, REPTile was close to 90° with
respect to the background magnetic field. However, as
the field of view of the instrument is large (+/- 26°), the
measured particles are a combination of trapped and
precipitating populations, depending on the location of
the measurements.

Relativistic electrons can also have rapid precipitations
on a variety of timescales ranging from short bursts of
less than 1 sec (termed microbursts) to longer duration
(10s of sec) precipitation extending a few degrees in
latitude (termed precipitation bands)15. The precipitation
bands have been believed to be an integral contributor to
storm time relativistic electron precipitation loss16, but
quantification of their net contribution was lacking until
several conjunctive measurements were made and
analyzed between CSSWE and multiple balloons of
Balloon Array for Radiation belt Relativistic Electron
Losses (BARREL), a mission opportunity project
selected for supporting Van Allen Probes mission17. The
net electron loss due to the precipitation bands, based on
several conjunctive measurements, were quantified,
which suggest that ~20 such events could empty the
entire outer belt18,19. These studies suggest that
precipitation bands play a critical role in radiation belt
losses.

The particle species is determined based on the energy
deposited in each detector. Particles depositing
0.25<E<1.5MeV are classified as electrons, and those
depositing E>4.5MeV as protons. The particle’s incident
energy is determined by its penetration distance in the
detector stack using coincidence binning logic.
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One important contribution of Van Allen Probes was that
there have been no multi-MeV electrons ever measured
in the inner belt during their entire mission life (>7
years), which has led to the appearance of a barrier
around L = 2.6 during the Van Allen Probes era
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preventing ~2 MeV electrons from moving farther
inward20,21. One such a study based mainly on Van Allen
Probes measurements, supported by CSSWE
measurements which provide a global feature of the
multi-MeV electrons, was published in Nature20.

Lessons Learned from CSSWE
Many lessons are learned from CSSWE mission and
worth of sharing:
(1) Make it simple but robust
(2) Let students take the ownership of the project
and its various subsystems
(3) Mentoring from experienced professional from
the very beginning and throughout the project.
(4) Continuity documents
(5) Continuity of students, particularly some Ph.D.
students who committed to the project
throughout.
(6) Test early and test often.
(7) Could have included another set of battery.

Lastly, solely based on CSSWE measurement, the
energetic electrons from the cosmic ray albedo neutron
decay (CRAND) were directly identified and quantified,
for the first time, resolving a 60-year mystery of the inner
electron belt. The discovery that the CRAND is the
dominant source for the inner edge of the inner belt and
contributes to electrons in elsewhere as well was
published in Nature22, which also led to a series of
follow-on studies of CRAND in the inner belt and slot
region19,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32.

The electric power system of CSSWE was designed that
even if it was launched with a completely drained
battery, it would be self-charged up in space, get into safe
model, start beacons, and wait for uplink commands
(e.g., to turn on REPTile and download the data). Quite
a few anomalies occurred, the spacecraft was reset and
recovered. One particular anomaly, six months after
launch, led to no beacons or any data transfer for three
months. We thought that the mission was over. Suddenly
the spacecraft beaconed again and took uplink
commands to download the requested housekeeping
data, from which we learned that the communication
system had been hung and could not be reset by C&DH,
while the instrument continued to take data and C&DH
kept sending command to the radio to reset it. Only when
the battery was drained and the entire spacecraft reset
itself, self-charged up and came back alive. Fortunately,
such a long hiatus only occurred once.

Limits of CSSWE
CSSWE was the first CubeSat mission at AES and LASP
of CU Boulder and one of the very few in the entire
country then (12 years ago). To enhance the likelihood
of success, the “keep it simple” principal was
emphasized at the beginning and reminded throughout
the project. Comparing with what would be doable
today, limits of CSSWE are evident, some of them are
listed below:
(1) Limited energy resolution of the electron
measurements, only three energy channels.
(2) Limited time resolution of the measurements,
integrated over six seconds.
(3) UHF radio only.
(4) Passive attitude control, simple but with a 15o
of uncertainty of FOV direction.
The limited energy resolution and time resolution
allowed lower power consumption such that body
mounted solar panels were sufficient to meet the power
requirements (thus, no deployable solar panels were
needed). Having the low resolution of energy and time
was also a consideration of using UHF radio only, as
limited data would need to be transferred to the ground.
The low energy resolution hindered the study of the
energy spectrum of CRAND electrons based on CSSWE
measurements23. The low time resolution hindered the
study of microbursts, the fastest precipitations of
electrons. Only the precipitation bands and other slower
precipitations
were
studied
with
CSSWE
measurements8,11,23.

Letting students take the ownership of the project really
motivated the students, most of them worked tirelessly.
Almost each student in the project class was assigned as
a lead on a subsystem and also a team member on other
subsystem. Meanwhile the mentoring from the
experienced professionals from the very beginning and
throughout the project was indispensable. Many
unnecessary detours have been avoided. Every student
was required to submit final report at the end of each
semester. The report, which was reviewed by student
peers and the faculty members who administrated the
project class, was regarded as a critical continuity
document. New students to the project class would learn
from these documents, in addition to learning from the
continuing students. The student turnover rate was
understandably high, as some of them would only take
the project class for one semester or two semesters. Thus,
the continuity documents are extremely important for
such a student project. Excited, some students continued
to engaged with the project after completing their course
requirements by volunteering their time or working as

The passive attitude control was a success, but increased
the uncertainties of the total electrons fluxes as more
assumptions about the local pitch angles had to be made.
All these limits discussed here will be
overcome/removed for our next generation of CubeSat
and instrument, CIRBE/REPTile-2, to be discussed later.
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hourly-paid students. Fortunately, there were a few
Ph.D. students stayed with the project for years,
throughout the project. They were the core/pillar
members of the project.

because fluctuations in the noise are higher than the
expected signal level of MeV electrons38,39,40. REPT has
put an upper limit on the >1MeV electrons in the inner
belt and this upper limit is actually lower than the AE8
and AE9 model results41,42, which may be because solar
activity had been low during the Van Allen Probes era or
because previous measurements on which AE8 and AE9
were based were inaccurate43,44,45. It is known that
>1MeV electrons did penetrate into the inner belt during
strong solar wind drivers before the Van Allen Probe
Era44,45,46,47,48.

One valuable advice from the professionals was to test
early and test often, which really helped to identify
issues, obvious or subtle, earlier, leaving enough time to
make the remedy.
One thing could have been done better was to have an
extra set of battery onboard, as there was enough volume
and mass margin to include an extra set of battery, which
would only cost $11.97. Retrospectively, adding this
extra set of battery would not have added much
complicities, and would have likely prolonged the
mission life, which ended in the late 2014 when the
battery could not be charged efficiently to power the
REPTile anymore (we still received the beacons, but the
REPTile could not be turned on for any meaningful
time). It was believed that several anomalies caused the
battery drained completely contributed to shorten the
battery’s life.

Current Issue/Motivation: It is not clear why lower
energy (<1 MeV) electrons seem to have clear access to
the inner belt whereas electrons with higher energy (>1
MeV) have limited access to the inner belt, even though
there are plenty of >1MeV electrons commonly in the
outer belt (L>3) and episodically in the slot region
(2<L<3), which have been clearly shown in Van Allen
Probes measurements 21,38,39,40.
Similar conclusions about the energy dependence of
energetic electrons penetrating into the inner belt region
were also obtained independently based on concurrent
measurements from CSSWE/REPTile. Figure 2 shows
a comparison between measurements from REPTile,
MagEIS, and REPT for the first two REPTile channels
from early Oct of 2012 to late Feb of 2013. The similarity
between REPTile and MagEIS (first two panels) and
REPTile and REPT (last two panels) is striking,

Overall CSSWE was a tremendous success in sciences,
engineering, and education. There have been 25 peerreviewed publications, including two in Nature
(https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/csswe/media/publications/),
and five completed Ph.D. dissertations (Drew Turner,
David Gerhardt, Lauren Blum, Quintin Schiller, and Kun
Zhang) associated with CSSWE.

REPTile 0.5-1.63 MeV
L

CIRBE MISSION
Science Objective and Motivation

Li

REPT 2.1 MeV
L

REPTile 1.63-3.8 MeV
L

MagEIS 0.583 MeV
L

The
science
objective
of
CIRBE:
https://lasp.colorado.edu/home/cirbe/) is to understand
the formation of the inner belt electrons (100s of keV to
MeV), and to determine the source, intensity, and
dynamic variations of these electrons with a state-of-art
instrument fitted into a 3U CubeSat in a highly inclined
LEO. The NASA Van Allen Probes, in low inclination
GTO orbits, have shown again that no instruments
traversing the heart of the inner radiation belt (L<2) are
immune from the unforgiving penetration of the highly
energetic protons (10s of MeV to GeV) that overlap with
the electrons. The Relativistic Electron Proton Telescope
(REPT)12 and the Magnetic Electron and Ion
Spectrometer (MagEIS)33 onboard Van Allen Probes are
heavily shielded but are still subject to the inner belt
proton contamination. Sophisticated procedures are
applied to reduce the background noise caused by these
highly energetic protons, but uncertainties remain

Figure 2: Comparison between daily averaged electron fluxes
from REPTile, MagEIS, and REPT for the first two REPTile energy
channels, E1: 0.5-1.63 MeV and E2: 1.63-3.8 MeV, and similar
energy channels from MagEIS and REPT.
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from further out49. The quasi-trapped populations,
measured at other longitudes (slowly and steadily
increasing with longitude, until reaching at SAA), do not
vary with geomagnetic activity and stay about the same
for different L and time periods (within the inner belt).
At lower L, such as panels a), b), and c), there is not a
stably-trapped population, but the quasi-trapped
population remains the same. In such low L region, any
other possible electron sources are inactive. We have
concluded that they must be due to Cosmic Ray Albedo
Neutron Decay (CRAND)22,25, which continuously
supplies these electrons28,50.

throughout the inner belt (L<2), slot region (2<L<3), and
outer belt (L>3), though the flux levels from REPTile
measurements (at LEO), still dominated by the trapped
population, are about two orders of magnitude lower
(that’s why we opted for a large geometric factor for
REPTile and REPTile-2). Because of its orbit, REPTile
is exposed to trapped inner belt protons only when it goes
through the south Atlantic anomaly (SAA) region
(longitude: ~0-60o), where the local magnetic field is
weak, particles mirror at lower altitudes and hence more
particles (protons and electrons) can reach the spacecraft.
Figure 3 is a global illustration of REPTile’s electron
(top) and proton (bottom) measurements. No data above
65o latitude is available because of the orbit inclination.
It is evident that there are plenty of 0.5-1.63 MeV
electrons measured in the inner belt. Around the SAA
region, the electron fluxes are orders of magnitude
higher than the measured proton fluxes and the shape of
the area where electrons are measured is also different
from that of the protons. However, we cannot say the
same for the higher energy (E2: 1.63-3.8 MeV) electrons
in the inner belt (we will be able to distinguish electrons
from proton much better in SAA after implementing an
anti-coincidence technique for the revised REPTile-2,
described later). There are higher energy electrons (1.633.8 MeV) in the outer belt (top right panel - |latitude| >
~50o) but no energetic protons (bottom panels), which
are only measured in the outer belt during solar energetic
proton events.

Scientific Approach/Rationale:
REPTile E1
measurements (0.5-1.63 MeV) cannot determine relative
abundances of inner belt electrons within its energy
range, one of the limits of REPTile. On the other hand,

Figure 4: Electron measurements from REPTile, taken in the
Southern Hemisphere (black *) and Northern Hemisphere
(red *), are binned in different L (0.01) and longitude (10
deg) and averaged over the period of 1-20 July 2013. Local
IGRF magnetic field (solid lines: red for north and black for
south), based on the IGRF-11 model at the CSSWE positions,
is also binned according to L and longitude and averaged
over the same time period.

REPTile E1 measurements demonstrated that measuring
the inner belt electrons in a highly inclined LEO has a
unique advantage because of the SAA, which acts as a
natural magnetic spectrometer.

Figure 3: REPTile measured particle fluxes, color-coded,
projected to latitude-longitude maps. The two curvy lines,
in southern and northern hemispheres, show the location
of L=1.8 and 2.8, and the region between is considered as
the slot region.

To determine the source, intensity, and dynamic
variation of the inner belt electrons, cleaner
measurements with more refined energy resolution at
LEO are required. REPTile-2 is to advance the existing
REPTile design by incorporating full pulse height
analysis (PHA) and an additional anti-coincidence
technique such that it will have fine energy resolution
with cleaner measurements. REPTile-2, the only science
payload onboard CIRBE, will provide the most accurate
and sensitive inner belt electron measurements to date.
The unique advantage of a highly inclined LEO is the
ability to separate electron measurements from the

Because of its orbit, REPTile also measured different
populations of energetic electrons at the inner edge of the
inner belt and identified different sources for them.
Figure 4 shows the electron measurements from the first
channel of REPTile at different L in the inner belt. At
higher L, such as panel (d), there is stably-trapped
population near the SAA. Its intensity varies with
geomagnetic activity (not shown here, but discussed in
[22]), suggesting that they are most likely transported
Li
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lectrons. The Van Allen Probes, in
-like orbit, traverse the heart of the
near the geographic equator.
mission provides the most
measurements of the radiation belts
nboard instruments cannot resolve
ns will precipitate into the
the equator, precipitating outer belt
pitch angles (the angle between the
ctor and the local magnetic field
than roughly 5 degrees. These
along magnetic field lines and are
s with neutrals near the footpoint of
eld line in the polar regions. Similar
lower energy electrons cause the
nctive measurements between the
bes in the heart of the radiation belt
n LEO allow for a quantitative
cipitation loss and its impact on the
, and thus a better understanding of
namics.

trapped energetic protons based on location since
trapped protons are relatively stable and only seen by a
LEO spacecraft in the SAA region. Relativistic electrons
in the inner belt are a mixed population - from CRAND
and from transport from the outer belt; they can be
measured at higher and lower L, both in and outside of
SAA region. They also drift in the opposite direction
from the protons.
Science Questions to be Addressed:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Where is the break point in terms of energy
of electrons for a given event, below which
electrons can be transported into the inner
belt from the outer belt but above which
electrons cannot, and what is the injection
mechanism?
What is the CRAND contribution to inner
belt electrons, and what is the low energy
neutron density near Earth?
What is the role of wave-particle interactions in
shaping inner-belt electron energy spectra?

As demonstrated in Figures 2-4, REPTile provided good
measurements of radiation belt electrons in the energy
range of 0.5-3.8 MeV, but with wide energy channels, as
only energy threshold discrimination method was
applied for simplicity. Besides it did not have the
additional anti-coincidence technique (to be described
later). REPT with PHA works very well in the outer belt
and the slot region, yielding extremely fine energy
resolution, but not so well in the inner belt because the
instrument is fully exposed to penetrating energetic
protons. REPT did not have the additional anticoincidence technique implemented either.

Measurements Requirements

REPTile-2 Sensor Description

To address the CIRBE science questions, we require
measurements of relativistic electrons (0.3 – 3 MeV) with
energy spectral resolution DE/E better than 20% between
0.3-3 MeV, covering the inner belt, slot region, and inner
part of the outer belt, or the region between L=1 and
beyond L=4, in a highly inclined LEO. In order to achieve
capable of penetrating through relatively large
such
ashielding
fine(which
energy
resolution,
we apply full Pulse Height
amounts of
is how they
are able to
damage
internal
spacecraft
components).
Measuring them is
a trade-off between
shielding
Analysis
(PHA)
on
a
re-designed
REPTile-2. In PHA, the
mass and measurement noise caused by the
particles penetrating through
the shielding. Thus,charge in the detector is directly
magnitude
of
measured
energetic particle measurements are challenging
from the mass-restrictive CubeSat platform. As a
proportional
to the energy deposited from the incident
result, the total mass of the REPTile instrument is
1.25 kg, approximately 42% of the total spacecraft
electron.
This
technique
has been applied before to
mass. The instrument
is contained
in a cylindrical

REPTile-2 will have the similar housing and sensor
design as REPTile (see Figure 5). All four detectors (D1,
D2, D3, and D4) will now be the same size (1.5 mm thick
with a diameter of 40 mm) but will have a central active
area (yellow) as well as an annular outer active area (dark
yellow). The outer areas will be used in anti-coincidence,
so a trigger of the outer area would veto the event (if
occurring within 500 ns). Only events that trigger the
central areas of detectors D1, D1+D2, D1+D2+D3, and
D1+D2+D3+D4 will count as valid and the central area

Simulation-based design of the detector

volume of 4.6cm (diameter) x 6.0cm (length).

4

FOV: ϒ = 0.52 Sr-cm2

CE PAYLOAD – REPTILE
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SEP protons and radiation belt
udents on CSSWE miniaturized the
ent [3] onboard the Van Allen
resulting payload, the Relativistic
Proton Telescope integrated little
EPTile), measures protons from 9 to
ectrons from 0.58 to >3.8 MeV in
annels as outlined in Table 1.

in Figure 2, is a loaded-disc
d state particle telescope. It consists
silicon detectors housed in a heavy
c number [Z] = 74; atomic symbol
chamber, which is in turn encased
m (Z=13; Al) outer shield. At the
detector stack is a 0.5mm thick
; Be) window, which acts as a highbsorbing low energy particles that
detector electronics.
The Be
s electrons with energy less than
protons with energy less than ~8
energy particles punch through the
nd into the detector stack. The
eld of view is 52 degrees, which is
e tantalum (Z=73, Ta) lined Al
Knife-edged Ta collimator baffles
articles from scattering off of the
s and entering the detector stack.
to be measured by REPTile are

particle detectors onboard a LEO spacecraft, such as the
Instrument for the Detection of Particle (IDP) onboard
DEMETER52; however, IDP only carried one silicon
detector and thus the high energy resolution
measurements were obtained only up to 0.8 MeV, missing
critical fine energy resolution measurements at higher
energy. Furthermore, we also apply additional anticoincidence technique to veto side and back penetration
of inner belt protons, which are inevitable in the heart of
inner belt but can be mitigated by this anti-coincidence
technique and utilizing the asymmetry of the Earth’s
magnetic field.

2

5

3
Anti-coincidence

Figure 2 – Computer rendering of the REPTile
instrument. The components are: 1 – silicon
detectors (4); 2 – inner, heavy tungsten
shielding; 3 – outer, light aluminum shielding; 4
– tantalum alignment pins (3); 5 – beryllium
window; 6 – tantalum collimator and baffles (7).

Figure 5: Left: Computer rendering of REPTile (to scale). The components are: 1-silicon detectors (total 4); 2-inner, heavy

tungsten
shielding;
3-outer, signal-to-noise
light aluminum ratios
shielding;
4-tantalum alignment pins (total 3); 5-beryllium window; 6-tantalum
Table:
Estimated
worst-case
(SNR)

collimator and baffles
(total
total housing
including
weighs 41.2 kg with a cylindrical envelope of 4.6 cm
Detector
1 7). The
Detector
2
Detectordetectors
3
Detector
Data are returned from CSSWE as raw six-second
(diameter)
cmdetectors
(length).
Middle: different possible ways energetic protons penetrating through the shielding and the
count rates on each ofx
the6.0
four silicon
for
both electrons and protons. The onboard binning
corresponding
geometric
logic automatically determines
the species and factors. Right: For REPTile-2 the front detector will be equal in size to the others and the four
energy of the incident particle and accumulates the
counts over six seconds.
All eight
six secondareas
count
detectors
have
central
(yellow color) to be pulse-height analyzed. An anti-coincidence analog chain is connected to the
rates (four for electrons and four for protons) are
stored in the onboard
SD card. areas
When requested,
combined
outer
of
D1,
D2, D3, and D4. The front dark disk represents the beryllium
14 window.
the raw counts are transmitted to the ground where
they are processed into differential flux units.
Details of this conversion are specified in Li et al.
[10]. It is of note that only three of REPTile’s four
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signals will be passed to the pulse height analyzers. This
reduces the chance coincidence problem caused by two
electrons or one electron and one penetrating proton
triggering separate detectors, which are closely stacked,
within their coincidence window, because now electrons
must pass through D1 to reach D2, through D1 and D2
to reach D3, and through D1, D2, and D3 to reach D4. It
also significantly reduces the proton contamination
problem of CSSWE/REPTile8, and Van Allen
Probes/REPT34, because now most of the high energy
protons incident from the sides and from the back will be
vetoed by the anti-coincidence system.

Geant4 simulations were performed to assess the
possible ways energetic protons (>65 MeV) can
penetrate through the shielding to cause unwanted
signals for CSSWE/REPTile. Figure 5 (middle) shows
the effective geometric factors of the different shooting
directions versus the FOV geometric factor. As a result
of such simulations for REPTile extra tungsten was
added in the back of the REPTile because of its effective
large geometric factor. For REPTile-2 such background
will be most eliminated by the PHA and anti-coincidence
systems. We have conducted comprehensive Geant4
simulations, considering the inner belt environment for
our CIRBE mission, to establish instrument response
functions and to ensure the intensity measurement
requirements will be met.

The electronics and firmware, for REPTile-2, have been
upgraded to use the PHA measurement method from
REPT. There are five analog chains, four connected to
the central areas of D1, D2, D3, and D4 (for PHA) and
the 5th connected to the combined outer areas of D1, D2,
D3, and D4 (for anti-coincidence).
The entrance aperture retains the as-flown REPTile
loaded-disc collimator design. The four fully depleted,
ion passivated silicon detectors are housed in a heavy
tungsten (Z = 74; W) inner shielding, which consists of
tungsten sheets, ∼0.5 mm thick each, seven on the top
and ten on the bottom of the detector stack, while the
inner tungsten shield ring around the detector stack is
made of tungsten-epoxy composite (64% tungsten and
36% epoxy). These changes of excluding solid blocks of
tungsten are necessary to meet the current (stricter)
orbital debris requirement during atmospheric reentry
for spacecraft de-orbit. The tungsten inner shielding is in
turn encased in an aluminum (Z=13; Al) outer shield,
which has various thicknesses as indicated in Figure 5
(right). At the front of the detector stack is a 0.3 mm thick
beryllium (Z=4; Be) window, which acts as a high pass
filter by blocking low energy particles that would
saturate detector electronics. The Be window blocks
most electrons with energy less than ~0.3 MeV, and
protons with energy less than ~6MeV.

Figure 6: Geant4 simulation of deposited energy vs. incident
energy for electrons directly hitting on 1.5 mm thick silicon.

Comprehensive Geant4 Simulation for REPTile-2
An incident electron penetrates the silicon and can
deposit up to 100% of its kinetic energy. This relation
between the incident energy of the electrons and the
deposited energy (to be measured) enable the
measurements. Figure 6 shows the relation between
electron incident energy versus deposited energy on a 1.5
mm thick silicon, based on Geant4 simulations, using an
electron beam widely distributed in energy and launched
uniformly on the entrance surface of the detector. The
deposited energy is equal to the electron initial energy
for most electrons up to ~1MeV (some electrons are
scattered or passing through and deposited less energy).
This defines the energy range of the detector where
electron detection is direct. At higher energies (>1MeV),
the deposited energy diverges significantly from the
incident energy as the most electrons penetrate through
the detector.
We have fine energy resolution measurements of
electrons from 0.3 MeV to up to ~1MeV just based on
D1 (without triggering D2). For higher energy electrons,

Higher energy particles are able to pass through the Be
window and into the detector stack. The instrument’s
FOV is 51o, which is defined by a tantalum (Z=73; Ta)
disc loaded collimator, leading to a geometric factor of
~0.5 sr-cm2 (which is slightly smaller than REPTile’s).
Knife-edged Ta collimator baffles prevent stray particles
from scattering off of the collimator walls and entering
the detector stack. The look direction of REPTile-2 on
CIRBE will be perpendicular to the local magnetic field,
which is like the REPTile on CSSWE except CIRBE has
an active attitude control while CSSWE only has a
passive control. Electron fluxes at LEO are dominated
by electrons with large pitch angles with respect to the
local magnetic field8,22,44.
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which are able to pass through D1, we apply the same
PHA on D2, D3, and D4 which stop almost all electrons
with energy <2MeV, <3MeV, and <3.6MeV,
respectively, based on our Geant4 simulations. A few
electrons with energy below 0.3 MeV will still go
through the Be window and higher energy electrons still
lose some energy by going through the Be window
before reaching D1. Comprehensive Geant4 simulations
have been done to understand the relation between the
initial incident energy and the deposited energy in D1,
D2, D3, and D4. We have conducted two types of
Geant4 simulations: the boresight-shooting simulation
and the ‘spherical shooting simulation’ where a particle
with a randomized incident energy shoots from an inner
spherical surface around the instrument. The former tells
us the detector’s responses from FOV shooting particles,
while the latter allows us to explore the detector’s
responses of particles from and outside the FOV. The
radius of the source sphere is 50 mm, centered to cover
the entire instrument. To generate an isotropic flux inside
the sphere, the angular distribution of the incident
particles is prescribed a cosine-law distribution [e.g.,
Zhao et al., 2013]. Tens of billions of spherical
simulation events were stimulated to ensure sufficient
statistics. The energy deposited on all four detectors and
guard rings for each event were recorded and analyzed
under logic/binning equations (see [56] for details).
These equations were derived through analyzing the
simulated energy deposit from Geant4 simulations.

integral channel. The last nine channels include four
channels that record counts of events (singles rates) that
have above a certain energy deposit on each detector
(D1, D2, D3, and D4) and another four that record the
coincidence data for singles rates (D1+D2*,
Ch 1- 50
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Figure 7: Count rate as a function of incident energy based on
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an averaged
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represent response functions for channels: (top) RNGp
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D1+D2+D3*, D1+D2+D3+D4*, and D1+D2+D3+D4,
where the asterisk sign ‘*’ indicates not-triggered). The
last channel, 129, records count of events that trigger the
guard rings (G), which gives a sense of how many
penetrating particles (unwanted) are registered.
Figure 7 shows the expected count rate for 50 RNGp
channels and 50 RNGe channels if REPTile-2 is exposed
to averaged AP9 and AE9 fluxes in a 600 km altitude
with an inclination of 97o circular orbit. The figures were
generated based on Geant4 simulations where 15 billion
incident electrons and 3 billion incident protons were
shot isotropically from a spherical source surface that
encloses the instrument. The incident energy of the
simulated electrons/protons is selected at random from a
flat energy spectrum that ranges between 0.1 to 10 MeV
for electrons and 1 to 200 MeV for protons. The
simulation result is then combined with the averaged
AE9 and AP9 spectrum to provide an estimation of count
rate that will be likely observed on each channel. Some
small humps around 60–100 MeV protons (Figure 7) are
visible, indicating that protons with these energies are
able to penetrate through the Al-W layered shielding at
some specific angles and do not trigger guard rings and
deposit a small amount of energy on the detectors,

The valid events are then categorized into four different
particle types: range proton (RNGp), penetrating proton
(PENp), range electron (RNGe), and penetrating
electron (PENe) using the logic/binning equations (see
[56] for details).
There are a total of 129 channels for REPTile-2. RNGp
and RNGe channels have 50 channels each, and PENp
and PENe channels have ten channels each. The first 120
channels are all logarithmically spaced differential
channels except the last channel for each particle type
(i.e., Ch 50, Ch 60, Ch 110, and Ch 120), which is an
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masquerading as lower energy protons. However, their
contributions are an order of magnitude lower, not a
significant concern. As for the electrons, the required
energy resolution, DE/E better than 20% between 0.3-3
MeV, is met, and there are very few >4 MeV electrons
to be encountered, based on the AE9 model.

connections and the analog signal chains, power board
or High Voltage (HV) board that contains the EMCO Q
series high voltage bias supplies (flown in REPTile),
FPGA board and ADC board, as illustrated in Figure 9
(left) with the CSA board underneath the detector
housing and HV board at the far back.
The 1.5 mm thick detectors, and the bias circuits

REPTile-2 Sensor Electronics
While REPTile-2’s sensor housing and shielding are
almost identical to its predecessor (REPTile), REPTile2’s electronic design is much more sophisticated. The

Figure 9: CAD Rendering of REPTile-2 (left) and detector 4
(D4), the last one, being placed into the REPTile-2 detector
housing (right).
Figure 8: Block diagram of one REPTile-2 signal channel.
Charge sensitive amplifier (CSA) attached to the detector is
sampled by ADC under FPGA control. Event detection,
pulse height analysis, and energy binning are done on the
digital signal by the FPGA logic.

supplying them, are similar to those used in the Van
Allen Probes REPT instrument so their charge collection
times and analog signal timing are similar, supporting
pileup free particle event rates up to 105/s. With our
current sensor design, the highest count rate (>0.3MeV
electrons in inner belt, L<3, near SAA), based on the 7year (2012-2019) measurements (CSSWE/REPTile and
Van Allen Probes, with a nominal energy spectrum) and
current Geant4 simulation, will be less than 1.1x104/s
(4.4x104/s at L=4). REPTile-2’s PHA channels can track
well past 5x105/s, supporting excellent dead-time
correction, which will be adequate for any conceivable
high electron flux to be encountered during this LEO
mission.

center active area of each of the detectors D1, D2, D3,
and D4 is connected to its own REPT-style analog signal
chain with event detection and analog to digital
conversion sampling under FPGA control where species
identification and energy binning is done. The signal
from the outer active areas of D1, D2, D3, and D4 are
combined to form an anti-coincidence signal which is
used by the FPGA to veto side or rear penetrating events.
At the front of each of the five analog signal chains is a
charge sensitive amplifier (CSA), which converts the
charge liberated in the silicon detector to a proportional
voltage. Figure 8 shows one REPTile-2 signal channel
(as an example). The five CSA signals are directly
sampled by the Analog Digital Converter (ADC), as the
high sample rate of modern ADCs allows pulse height
detection to be performed without any additional analog
signal processing. The digital signal from the FPGA
undergoes correlated double sampling to remove DC
voltages, before rolling sum averaging to reduce noise.
The decay ramp from the CSA returning to baseline after
an event is removed by a ramp compensation function.
Peaks in the signal are then detected and used to sort
events into energy bins. The signal from the anticoincidence detector areas is used by the FPGA to detect
side or rear penetrating events.

The FPGA will collect PHA data sets from each detector
and tally the determined energy into a set of 120 bins (60
for electrons and 60 for protons) at a nominal (1-10
seconds) integration period. Through Geant4 modeling it
is known that events depositing less than ~2.8 MeV in
the front detector are almost exclusively electrons. If
these events do not trigger the 4th detector, they are called
RNGe electrons and are tallied into 49 logarithmically
increasing energy bins, spanning 0.25 -5.6 MeV energy,
and a 50th integral bin for >5.6 MeV electrons, as shown
in Figure 7 (bottom). For events that also trigger the 4th
detector, they are called PENe electrons. These events
will be tallied into nine 0.4 MeV wide electron bins
spanning 2.4 to 6.0 MeV with a 10th integral bin for >2.0

These electronics are comfortably fit on four 9cm x 9cm
circuit boards: CSA board that contains the detector
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MeV electrons. Similarly, there are another 60 bins for
valid proton measurements spanning 6.7 to >35 MeV.
(see [56] for details).
REPTile-2 Test and Calibration
For electrical calibration of REPTile-2, we have the
ability to apply the stim pulses. We know approximately
how much energy should be in each pulse, so we can use
it to measure the gain of the electronics and track
changes. We can change the pulse amplitude, which
gives us linearity.
The integrated REPTile-2 has also been tested in the lab
for muon counts. Muons are one of the secondary
particles as a result of galactic cosmic ray (GCR)
interacting with the atmosphere, but they have a very low
interaction cross-section so they can reach the surface of
the Earth, where they typically have energies of ~4 GeV.
They can pass through any building structures, detector
shielding, as well as all four of REPTile-2’s detectors.
With ~4GeV muons, whose rest mass are about 207
times of that of electrons, deposit ~0.6MeV in the silicon
detectors when perpendicularly incident, which is
enough energy to trigger each detector and the guard
rings. To measure the muons, the integrated spacecraft
was positioned with the look direction of the instrument
oriented vertically and then horizontally. The spacecraft
was then commanded into science mode, in which the
REPTile-2 instrument was activated and began to store
count rate data. For this specific test, the CubeSat took
muon data for 35 minutes for each configuration, and
then the data was requested and was retrieved over
hardline. We have also taken muon test and downloaded
the data through the radio frequency (RF) link, but only
with the spacecraft in vertical configuration. The results
are comparable to Figure 10 (vertical).

Figure 10: Comparison of count rates of penetrating
particles with the instrument vertical vs horizontal. Muons
cause an elevated count rate when the instrument is
vertical. Total count rate of penetrating particles when
vertical is 4.2/min, which is equivalent to 1.33/cm2-min
taking into account of the detector’s area.

the generalized least square method) with the expected
(measured) Sr-90 spectrum. Sr-90 has a half-life of 28.8
years and undergoes beta decay into Y-90, resulting in
maximum electron energy of 546 keV. Y-90 has a halflife of 64 hours and decays into the stable Zr-90 that
produces a maximum energy of 2.3 MeV53. Thus, the Sr90 source used in this test, which was acquired more than
14 yr ago, would still preserve its energy spectrum
(though the intensity has decayed). The Sr-90 source was
placed directly in front of the REPTile-2 aperture. Since
the test was conducted in the laboratory and some of the
lower energy electrons from the Sr-90 spectrum will be
lost to the air when traversing through the collimator
before reaching the Be window. Based on our Geant4
simulations and the ESTAR table54, >200 keV electrons
lose <8% of their initial energy in the air before arriving
at the Be window. However, most of the <∼200 keV
electrons are blocked by the Be window, and thus the
loss of lower energy electrons in air will have little effect
on our Sr-90 test result. The estimated flux spectrum
based on both bowtie analysis and the generalized least
square method matched well with the measured energy
spectrum (see [56] for details).

Figure 10 shows an example of PENe channels (111120) countrate during the muon test. The total energy
deposition (Et) for each PENe event for the channels 111
to120 are binned as follow (in MeV): 6.0 ≥ Et > 5.6, 5.6
≥ Et > 5.2, 5.2 ≥ Et > 4.8, 4.8 ≥ Et > 4.4, 4.4 ≥ Et > 4.0,
4.0 ≥ Et > 3.6, 3.6 ≥ Et > 3.2, 3.2 ≥ Et > 2.8, 2.8 ≥ Et >
2.4, Et ≤ 2.4, respectively. Channel 120 is an integral
channel and expected to have the highest countrate.
Since the muons are coming from the upper atmosphere
in all directions, we would expect that the muon counts
will be much greater in vertical configuration than in
horizontal configuration, as shown in Figure 10. These
count rates are consistent with the expected ones, given
each detector’s area and the altitude of Boulder,
Colorado.
Integrated REPTile-2 has also been tested with a
Strontium-90 (Sr-90) radioactive source to compare the
estimated flux spectrum (using the bowtie analysis and
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Mission Design and Manifested Launch
CIRBE satellite needs to be in an orbit that reaches L>4,
which corresponds to a magnetic latitude of >60o. Since
Earth’s magnetic “dipole” axis is tilted about 11o versus
Earth’s spin axis, an orbit altitude of >400km and
inclination greater than >50° is needed to meet the orbit
requirement and is suitable for using LASP’s existing
UHF and S-Band ground station (40° N latitude). Orbit
eccentricity is not a driver and sun synchronous orbits
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CIRBE Functional Block Diagram

are ok as well. Currently, CIRBE is manifested for a
launch on US Space Force (USSF) Space Test Program
(STP) S28B (Launcher One V1.1) in early 2023, to a 500
km circular orbit with an inclination of 97o. The
spacecraft is sun pointed and rolls about the sun vector
to keep the boresight of the instrument (along the long
axis, see Figure 11) nominally perpendicular to the local
magnetic field, maximizing both the power generation
and the science data capture throughout the orbit. STK
analyses show that the boresight of the instrument can be
kept nominally perpendicular to the local magnetic fields
through the orbit and at any orbit beta angle. The
spacecraft bus (XB1) was built by Blue Canyon
Technologies (BCT) in Boulder, CO. The satellite uses a
coarse sun sensor and a star tracker and inertial
measurement unit (IMU) to maintain three-axis active
pointing throughout its orbit, including any instances
when earth occults the star tracker.
The spacecraft autonomously powers up upon release
from the launch vehicle. The solar arrays and UHF
monopole antenna are deployed 30 minutes after the
spacecraft is released, and after 90 minutes the spacecraft
begins to beacon at a 16 second cadence (if the battery
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Figure 12: Functional block diagram of the CIRBE system.

download science data using the existing UHF CubeSat
ground station at LASP in Boulder, CO. The minimum
science data downlinked per day is 0.86MB over UHF
using the SpaceQuest TRX-U at 19.2 kbps. The normal
data rate using the S-band is ~15MB/day, as being done
by current NASA Compact Spectral Irradiance Monitor
(CSIM) mission, for which BCT built the spacecraft bus
and LASP built the payload55. Mission operations for
CIRBE are similar to those currently being used for
CSIM including the use of the existing LASP CubeSat
ground station, which includes a UHF station and S-band
station. CIRBE can also use LASP’s additional UHF
ground station located in Fairbanks, AK.
The CIRBE spacecraft is partitioned into two sections –
the spacecraft bus (XB1) and the payload (REPTile-2).
The XB1 consumes approximately ~1.6U leaving ~1.5U
for the entire payload and the interface. See Figure 11.
The spacecraft bus is a third generation XB1 from BCT.
It is a 3U CubeSat bus initially developed for the NASA
RAVAN mission. However, the design has been
significantly improved with a number of updates,
including replacing SD card storage with redundant flash
memory. BCT has already delivered multiple busses
similar to CIRBE. Some common issues have been
identified and corrected, a great benefit for CIRBE bus,
which was delivered to LASP on 1 September 2021.
The XB1 spacecraft bus, demonstrated on orbit (for
those already launched), contains all of the spacecraft
avionics including two dual-panel deployable solar
arrays (Figure 11), a deployable 17cm monopole
antenna, SpaceQuest’s TRX-U UHF transceiver, BCT’s
S-band SDR transmitter, a GPS receiver, a complete
three-axis inertial attitude control system with a star
tracker and a coarse sun sensor, and a standard serial
payload interface with 4 x 12 bit analog to digital
converter, and monitors for instrument housekeeping.
Figure 12 shows the functional block diagram of the
CIRBE spacecraft and ground system. The addition of a
S-band radio transmitter will increase science data
throughput to the ground by 100x, comparing with
CSSWE, for which only a UHF transmitter/receiver was
used.

Figure 11: Integrated CIRBE bus with solar panels deployed:
BCT XB1 at top and REPTile-2 payload at bottom. Also visible
are the silver Teflon tapes in various sizez and shapes.

has adequate state of charge to do so). The spacecraft
identification and state vector are precisely determined
on orbit using the NovAtel OEM719 GPS receiver’s
position and velocity knowledge. GPS information is
contained within the beacon packets, accelerating the
identification of the CIRBE spacecraft and reducing
overall program risk after deployment.
A minimum daily contact time of about 10 min for the
manifested orbit provides at least two good
opportunities/day to operate the spacecraft and
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Ample power margin is designed into the mission as now
extra power is needed to perform much more onboard
data processing (PHA for fine energy resolution of the
science measurements) and transmit the science data via
S-band (the default mode) and also the UHF. The XB1
EPS board provides spacecraft electrical power control
and distribution. Functionality includes solar array input
power with peak power tracking, battery interfaces,
charge control, power regulation and distribution, and
data acquisition. The EPS provides all power for the
spacecraft and supplies switched +3.3V and +12V to
REPTile-2. CIRBE implemented BCT’s 70 WH Li-ion
battery to limit the maximum depth of discharge under
worst case nominal conditions to 20% (includes heaters
on full and downlinking data during eclipse).

Figure 13: Renderings of CIRBE integrated bus and REPTile-2,
including the locations of the temperature sensors.

Thermal Environmental and Bake-out Tests

XB1 solar panels are tailored to meet specific mission
and payload needs. CIRBE has two deployable dual
panel arrays, as shown in Figure 11. The solar arrays are
hinged on the sun facing side of the spacecraft (+x axis)
and to produce > 30.4 Watts of power when sun pointed
and at flight temperatures.

The integrated CIRBE bus has gone through the thermal
balance (TB) tests, which are intended to measure the
thermal connections to valid the thermal model, and
thermal vacuum cycling (TC) tests, which are to test
components at temperatures extremes not expected in
flight as to add thermal margin and confidence to our
hardware. Unless otherwise specified, we do thermal
testing per GEVS GSFC-STD-7000 (GEVS for short), in
LASP’s BEMCO West thermal vacuum chamber, which
has been the standard TB and TC test facility at LASP
for decades. The TB test was performed first on CIRBE,
immediately followed by TC test. Upon completion of
the first TB test, it was noted that temperatures of
REPTile-2’s ADC, FPGA, and HV boards were higher
than expected, even though there are still plenty of safety
margins (>30 oC) for all board components based on the
manufactures’ specifications. It was first suspected that
the heat from the boards were not conducted effectively
to the REPTile-2 chassis (where the heat is to be radiated
out). Thus, extra efforts of applying thermal-conducting
epoxies (H20E-MP and 9309) to the interface between
the card-rails and the REPTile-2 chassis were done, and
a second TB test was done afterwards. However, it
turned out that second TB test showed basically the same
results, and it was then determined (after board
temperature analysis, to be described later) that the likely
reason was that the thermistors are located near
components dissipating high amounts of power and the
heat from these hot components are not conducted
efficiently to the edges of the boards and the card-rails.
That was why applying the thermal-conducting epoxies
did not help.

The XB1 provides highly autonomous operation and
flexible command modes to support a wide range of
mission modes to host flight software and provide
command and control. XB1 also incorporates radiation
mitigation techniques: radiation hard watchdog timer,
firmware Error Correcting Code (ECC) and software
memory scrubbing to enhance the mission reliability.
The software manages the entire flight systems avionics,
controls receiving and executing uplinked commands
and controls downlinking data. The flight software
modules came standard with the XB1 with the exception
of a custom interface module for REPTile-2. The custom
flight software module for REPTile-2 allows in-flight
commanding of various settable parameters, including
the detector integration time, data packet generation rate,
and Pulse Height Analysis (PHA) for selective data
downlink.
The LASP flight software group has worked out with
BCT on the custom interface module. The LASP flight
software and operations groups first tested the system by
using an engineering development unit (EDU) of the
XB1, which was delivered much earlier to LASP (18
June 2020). Having the EDU earlier proved to be very
helpful, simply many developments and debugging
related the interface had been done prior to the delivery
of the XB1 bus (1 September 2021) for system level
integration.

Before the description of the TC test results, the locations
of various temperature sensors need to be noted, as
illustrated in Figure 13. Also, due to decontamination
requirements for BEMCO chamber CIRBE needed to go
through bake-out-test (BOT) before TB and TC tests.
Sometimes instruments can be rejected from using the

CIRBE’s total mass is 5.5 kg, near the upper limit for a
3U CubeSat, and meets dispenser volume requirements.
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BEMCO chambers even after BOT due to contamination
issues. Being denied access would have caused a major
delay for CIRBE since we were scheduled to use the
BEMCO chamber right before winter break (Christmas
and New Year holidays). As such, it was decided to put
CIRBE in a BOT chamber for the entirety of
Thanksgiving break to be certain that there would be no
contamination issues for TB and TC tests, and also to
meet the launch requirement of holding at 55oC or above
for over 24 hr.
Figure 14 shows the configuration of the integrated
CIRBE bus supported by two base plates inside the
BEMCO chamber. Absorptive radio frequency (RF) hats
were installed on the spacecraft’s UHF and S-band
antennas to prevent reflection inside the chamber.

Figure 16: TC test results for REPTile-2 electronics.

of temperature peaks after 91 hr, they look more
‘pointy.’
Figure 16 shows the temperatures of various electronic
boards of REPTile-2 as-run TC test profiles. The
instrument sensors were not turned on until at ~21 hr.
Board Temperature Analysis: a goal of the second TB
test was to investigate if the H20E-MP epoxy would
reduce electronics temperatures. However, the epoxy
was shown to be ineffective in doing so. Electrical
component thermal analysis and thermal camera
measurements from the ADC board showed that the high
board temperatures recorded during TC tests were a
result of the flight thermistors being located near
components dissipating high amounts of power. It was
shown through analysis that all integrated circuit board
components have at least 30°C margin against their
derated junction limits, with the ADC board having
components with the least margin. The heat map shown
to the left in Figure 17 illustrates the results of the
thermal analysis, which assumed steady state conditions
in air.

Figure 14: Configuration of CIRBE TC test. Also visible is
the RF hat covering the UHF antenna to prevent reflection
of UHF waves inside the testing chamber. A RF hat (not
visible here) over the S-Band antenna is also used.

Figures 15 shows the temperatures of XB1 bus chassis
and REPTile-2 chassis as-run TC test profiles. A facility
power outage occurred at ~73 hr, which introduced a
failing thermocouple on the shroud and led to a small
temperature surge between the 4th and 5th peak. Due to
the failing thermocouple, manual control of the shroud
was required. This led to a visible difference of the shape

Figure 17: component level thermal analysis results (left) and
thermal camera measurements (right) of the ADC board.

Vibration Tests
CIRBE's structure design, which was heavily driven by
the need to use a 3U CubeSat Deployer, has four rails
completely clear of components for interfacing with the
deployer. The spacecraft has undergone stresses

Figure 15: TC test results for the XB1 bus chassis and
REPTile-2 chassis.
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associated with NASA’s GEV standard to remain launch
service provider agnostic in addition to Virgin Orbit
Launcher One’s requirements. The vibe tests were done
at Element in Longmont, Colorado. The assembled
spacecraft was inserted into a test deployer, fixed to a
vibe plate, and attached to a vibration test machine, see
Figure 18.

SUMMARY
CSSWE (supported by NSF) was the first science
CubeSat of University of Colorado Boulder. It is the
most successful CubeSat mission in terms of science and
engineering journal papers and Ph.D. dissertations
produced. Inspired by the success and lessons learned
from CSSWE, we proposed (and were awarded by
NASA) another 3U CubeSat mission: Colorado Inner
Radiation Belt Electron Experiment (CIRBE) to address
the unresolved science questions: Where is the break
point in terms of energy of electrons for a given event,
below which electrons can be transported into the inner
belt from the outer belt but above which electrons
cannot, and what are the underlying physical
mechanisms? This requires CIRBE to make cleaner
measurements of the energetic electrons with much finer
energy resolution in the Earth’s inner radiation belt,
where all instruments are subject to the unforgiving
penetration of the highly energetic protons (tens of MeV
to GeV). An advanced version of REPTile, called
REPTile-2, has been designed and built. It is the only
science payload on CIRBE. The CIRBE bus, which has
active attitude controls and deployable solar panels, is
provided by BCT. The fully integrated CIRBE satellite
has gone through thermal vacuum tests, vibe tests, and
will be put into storage in later summer 2022, waiting for
its manifested launch: USSF STP S28B (Virgin Vox
Launcher One) in early 2023, to a 500 km circular orbit
with an inclination of 97o.

The objective of this vibe test was to satisfy a general
space vehicle vibration test requirements for CIRBE: one
¼ g sine sweep (20 – 2000 Hz) along each axis, followed
by random vibe test of NASA acceptance levels (10.1
Grms) along the same axis, and then another round of
since sweep (to see any unexpected difference between
the two sine sweeps. Then do the same set of vibe tests
along the other two axes. Specific launch service
provider’s requirements are unavailable at the time of
test, STP S28B IPT agreed that NASA acceptance levels
(10.1 Grms) are sufficient to satisfy do no harm rules for
launch on a Launcher One V1.1.
After the launch’s vibration profile was applied, a visual
inspection of all components was completed.
Comprehensive performance tests have been completed
to ensure all components remained operational. The
testing of the deployment mechanisms is extremely
important at this stage, helping to verify that the
deployment methods are robust enough to function after
launch. This was actually the second vibe test of CIRBE
spacecraft as the first attempt had an anomaly. CIRBE’s
solar arrays had deployed during the random vibe test
following a 30 Hz sine burst test. It was determined that
the solar arrays had been stowed improperly due to a
miscommunication (with BCT) in combination with
over-testing the solar panels. Fortunately, no damage
was done. The 30Hz sine burst requirement was waived
after discussing with the launch provider. A revised
stowing procedure was created, resulting in this
successful, and final, vibe test day (May 27th, 2022).

CIRBE will advance our science capabilities and has
significantly improved performance (vs. CSSWE) in the
following:
(1) pulse height analysis (PHA), which enables
measurements with high energy resolution (129
channels: 0.3-4MeV for electrons and 6.5-40 MeV for
protons vs. previous 8 channels);
(2) anti-coincidence technique and logic, which reduce
contamination by side and back penetrating protons,
leading to cleaner measurements;
(3) active attitude control systems (ADS) vs. passive
ADS;
(4) addition of a S-band radio transmitter to increase
science data throughput to the ground by 100x.
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Figure 18: CIRBE installation into the test deployer
provided by the launch provider (left) and CIRBE’s Vibe
table configuration for one short-axis test (right).
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